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Abstract

whose tuple components can be sets or even relations
themselves During the last few years there have been
several important results regarding the loosemng of
the 1NF restrlctlon on relational databases Seminal
work m this area can be found m [9,13,18,21] (extended dependencies and normal forms), [1,10,12,23]
(extended algebra and calculus query languages), and
[7,26] (lmplementatlons)
The followmg example illustrates a simple -1NF
relation

We develop new algorithms for the design of non first
normal form relatlonal databases that are m nested
normal form
Previously, a set of given multivalued dependencies and those multlvalued dependencies lmphed by given functlonal dependencies were
used to obtam a nested normal form decomposltlon of
a scheme This method ignored the semantic dlstmctlon between functional and multlvalued dependencles and utilized only full multlvalued dependencies
m the design process We propose new algorithms
which take advantage of this dlstmctlon, and use embedded multlvalued dependencies to enhance the decomposltlon
This results m further ehmmatlon of
redundancy due to functlonal dependencies m nested
normal form designs
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Example
1.1
Consider the followmg -1lNF database scheme
Emp
=
(ename, Children, Skills),
Children
=
(name, dob),
Skills
=
(type, Exams),
Exams
=
(year, sty)
In this scheme each employee has a set of children
each with a name and birthdate, and a set of skills,
each with a skill type and a set of exam years and
cltles, when and where the employee retested his proficiency at the skill Using the termmology of nested
relations, we say that an Employee tuple tl has 3
attributes
The Children attribute of tl 1s a nested
relation whose scheme 1s Children = (name, dob)
Likewise, the Skills attribute of tl 1s a nested relation
whose scheme 1sSkills = (type, Exams) A tuple t:! m
a Skills nested relation has 2 attributes
The Exams
attribute of t2 1s a nested relation A sample relation
Cl
1s shown m the relation m Figure 1
The benefits of properly structured nested relations
can be described m terms of the properties of the
functional and multlvalued dependencies that hold
For example, let U be a set of attributes, X, Y, and
2 a dlsJomt partition of U, and T a 1NF relation
on scheme R = (V) If the multlvalued dependency
X-Y]Z
holds m T then consider the relation s with
the Z attributes forming one nested relation and the
Y attributes forming another nested relation for each
X value Relation s 1s a -1NF relation with several
good properties
First, X 1s a key for s, giving a

Introduction

Interest m generahzatlons of the relational data
model has developed rapldly m recent years Many
researchers have observed that first normal form
(1NF) relations are not appropriate for recent database apphcatlons such as mformatlon retrieval systems [25,27], computer aided design [3], forms management [31], and statlstlcal databases [20] Utlhzmg relational databases for such apphcatlons requires
non-first normal form (71NF) or nested relations,
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Figure 1 A sample relation on the Emp scheme
unique tuple m s for each X-value
Second, the Y
and Z nested relations are mdependently updatable,
adding a value to Z (Y) automatically enforces the
underlying MVD by matching all values m Y (Z) with
the new value added

considered only a subset of the set of all possible
NNF designs This may result m the generatlon of an
mtultlvely unappealmg design despite the existence
of a more attractive alternative
(We will show an
example of such a sltuatlon ) Our algorithms allow
us to find NNF designs that are both mtultlvely appealing and that result m less redundancy than those
generated by previous techniques The power of our
techniques derives from that fact that our algorithms
are able to take mto account the semantic dlstmctlon
between functional dependencies and multlvalued dependencies, and allow for the use of embedded multlvalued dependencies The final two sections include
proofs of the correctness of our algorithms along with
modlficatlons to our algorithms that offer addltlonal
ehmmatlon of redundancy

A third benefit of a properly designed nested
scheme relates to the properties of the extended relational algebra operator nesi [12] The nest operator
1s a grouping operator that creates nested relations
If m our example, we start with relation r and wish
to form relation s, we need to apply the nest operator twice, once to form the nested relation on attributes of Z and once to form the nested relation on
attributes of Y In general the order m which this
nesting 1s performed matters However, It has been
shown [12] that If the MVD X-YIZ
holds m P,
then we obtain the same value for relation s regardless of which nest 1s performed first

2

In this paper, we address the Issue of the design of
-1NF relational databases by studymg an important
normal form called nested normal form [21] Normal
forms for -1NF relations must satisfy two reqmrements As m the case of 1NF relations, normal forms
must reduce redundancy
In addltlon a nested relation has a nestmg structure which lmphes certam
semantic connections among the attributes
Thus,
“a normal form for nested relations alms not only to
group attributes mto related sets of attnbutes, but
also to choose a nesting structure which IS a good
representation of the set of semantic connections that
already exist m the real world among attributes ” [21,

Definitions

In this section we present some basic defimtlons regarding multlvalued dependencies that we will use m
subsequent sectlons Further details can be found m

P71

Let P be any relation on scheme R, with X and Y
subsets of R and Z = R - XY Relation P satrsfies
the multrualued dependency X-Y
If for every pan
of tuples tl and t2, m r, If tl[X] = tz[X], then there
exists a tuple t3 m r with ts[X] = tl[X], ts[Y] =
tl[Y], and h[Z] = h[Zl
An MVD IS said to be embedded If the MVD holds
on a proJectlon of the relation Let r be any relation
on scheme R, Z E R, and X s Z, Y C Z Relation r sat&es the embedded multrvalued dependency
(EMVD) X-Y
IZ - XY when the MVD X-Y
holds m the proJectlon of r onto Z If an MVD or
EMVD, G, holds m a relation r with attributes Z,
then the proJectlon of that dependency on a set of

page21
We present new algorithms for the design of -1NF
databases Our algorithms produce designs that are
m nested normal form (NNF) It 1s frequently the
case that several NNF designs are possible for a given
database scheme Previous NNF design algorithms
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attributes Y c 2, denoted proj~(G),
holds m the
proJection of r onto Y If and only if the left hand
side of G 1s a subset of Y A dependency 1s proJected
on Y by ehmmatmg all attributes on the right hand
side that are not m Y
Let U be the umverse of attnbutes, X a set of
attributes, and M a set of multlvalued dependencies
A dependency basrs for X, denoted DL I’\,(X),
or
DEP(X)
when M IS understood, IS a ydrtltlon of
U - X mto sets of attrlbutes Yl, Y2,
, Y,, such that
If 2 E U - X, then X-Z
if and only if 2 IS the
union of some of the Y,‘s
For the MVD-set {X-V,
1 1 = 1,
n} we
shall often write X-VIIV~(
(V, If the V,‘form a
dependency basis for X then X-V1
IV21 IV, 1s
called full [BFMY] and a set of MVDs contammg
only full MVDs 1s called a full set of MVDs
We
use LHS(M)
to denote the set of left hand sides of
the MVDs m a set M of MVDs
For a set M of MVDs, M+ denotes the closure of
M, 1 e , the set of all MVDs that are implied by M
Given two sets of M and N of MVDs, M IS a cover of
N IfM+ = N+ Many times we want to work with
a mrntmum cover for a set of MVDs
Definition
2.1:
U, an MVD X-W
(a) tnvralif

Definition
2.2: [4] A MVD X-Y
splats Z if both
2 n Y and (U - X - Y) rl 2 are nonempty
A set
M of MVDs 1s conflxt-free if no MVD m M splits
a key of M and for all pans X and Y m LHS(M),
(DEP(X)
n DEP(Y))
E DEP(X n Y)
A relationship which states that certain proJectlons of a relation must Join (natural Join) to the
ongmal relation 1s called a lorn dependency (JD)
Let r be any relation on scheme R and let R =
, &} be a set of schemes which are pro{RI, RP,
Jectlons of scheme R Relation r satisfies the Jorn
dependency w (RI, R2,
, &) if r decomposes losslessly onto RI, R2,
, R, That IS,
r =

XW = U, W = 0 or WC X,

(b) left-reducablelf 3X’, X’ C X, such that XI-W
1s m M+,

(d) transferable
X’-W(X

If 3X/,X’
c
-X’)
1s m M+

C

W,
X,

3

such that
such

Da ?TR1(r)

Da

Da =R,

(4

If a Join dependency 1s equivalent to a set of multlvalued dependencies then the 72 1s an acyclzc set of
schemes Acychc schemes have several good properties described m [4,24], mcludmg the fact that the
set of multlvalued dependencies which are equlvalent to a Jam dependency are conflict free Properties of confhct free dependencies are described m
[2,5,6,28,29,30] Sclore [29] states that m “real world”
ntuatlons, every “natural” set of MVDs must be conflict free Confhct free sets have the desirable property that they allow a unique fourth normal form
dependency preserving database scheme, moreover,
non-confhct free sets have no such normahzatlon

[21] Given a set M of MVDs over
m M+ 1s srud to be

(c) right--reducrble d 3W’, W’
X-W’
1s m M+,

A&(r)

Nested

Normal

Form

Ozsoyo~lu and Yuan 1211 introduced the first comprehensive approach to normahzatlon for 11NF relatlons They consider nested relations whose schemes
are structured as trees, called scheme trees, and mtroduce a normal form for such relations, called nested
normal form (NNF) A scheme tree 1s a tree whose
vertices are labeled by palrwlse disJoint sets of nonnested attributes, where the edges of the tree represent MVDs between the attributes m the vertices of
the tree These MVDs allow a 1NF relation to be represented as a -1NF relation with the desirable properties discussed m the previous section The scheme
tree and associated MVDs for the Emp scheme are
shown m Figure 2
We now introduce the notation we shall use to dlscuss scheme trees formally
Let U be a set of nonnested attributes, let T be a scheme tree, and let
S(T) denote the set of all attributes m T S(T) IS a
subset of U Each edge of scheme tree T represents
a multlvalued dependency on S(T)
Let e = (u, v)
be an edge m T The MVD on S(T) represented by
where A(u) IS the union
the edge e 1s A(u) -D(v),

that

An MVD X-W
IS said to be reduced d It IS nontnvlal, left-reduced, right-reduced, and nontransferable
A set of MVDs M 1s said to be a mznrmum cover if
every MVD m M 1s reduced, and no proper subset
of M IS a cover of M Let M- be the set of all reduced MVDs lmphed by M, N be a set of MVDs,
and M be a mmlmal cover of N Then elements m
LHS(M-)
are called lceys of N, and the elements m
LHS(M)
are called essentaal keys of N Elements m
are called nonessentral keys
LHS(M-)
- LHS(M)
of N Note that we are using the term key m a nonstandard sense, followmg [21] We shall find that It
1s desirable to design a -1NF scheme m which all
attributes of a key (m the sense defined above) appear together m one relation scheme, rather than bemg spkt among several This motivates the followmg
defimtlons
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employee
I
name, dob

I
type

employee employee employee, type -

year, city

name, dob
type, year, city
year, city

Figure 2 Scheme tree and lmphed MVDs for employee database
of all ancestors of u (including u), and D(v) IS the
umon of all descendants of PI (including v) Smce It
may be the case that S(T) IS a proper subset of U,
the MVD represented by an edge of T may be an embedded MVD on U We denote by MVD(T) the set
of MVD’s represented by the edges of T

then there 1s a MVD that holds on the attributes of
T that does not follow from the MVDs represented
by edges of some subtree of T
In order to avoid dlvldmg keys m trees, we will use
the notion of a fundamental key Let M be a set of
MVDs on U and V s U The set of fundamental keys
on V, denoted FK(V), 1s defined by
FK(V) = {VnXJX E LHS(M) and VnX # 0,
and there 1s no Y E LHS(M)
such
that VnX 3 VnY and VnY #0}
Intmtlvely, the set of fundamental keys on V consists
of those keys that have mmlmal, nonempty mtersectlons with V
It 1s desirable to design scheme trees m which each
node 1s a fundamental key for its subtree, smce it
has been shown [21] that the path set of such a tree
1s a fourth normal form design Given a set M of
MVDs on attrlbutes U, [21] gives an algorithm to
decompose U mto a set of normalscheme trees which
do not have partial or transitive redundancies and do
not split keys among nodes m the trees Formally, a
normal scheme tree 1s defined as follows

Definition

3.1:
[21] Let T be a scheme tree, and
, un be all the leaf nodes of T Then the pad/a
, A(zcn)}
sel of T, denoted P(T), 1s {A(ul), A(Q),
Note that, for a leaf node U, A(u) 1s the umon of all
the nodes m the path from the root of T to u m T
The followmg proposltlon gives some properties of
a scheme tree
Ul,

u2,

Proposition

3.1:

[21] If T IS a scheme tree, then

1 P(T) 1s an acychc database scheme,
2 The set MVD(T) of multlvalued dependencies 1s
equivalent to the Jam dependency w (P(T)), and
3 3 MVD(T)

1s a conflict free set of MVDs

0

Let T be a scheme tree with respect to M, where
S(T) E U, and (u, TV)b e an edge m T Assume there
1s a key X of M such that there exists 2 E DEP(X)
and D(w) = 2 n S(T) Then, v 1s said to be a partral
redundant m T with respect to X If X C A(u) The
MVD, X-D(v)
m the context of S(T) 1s a parhal
dependency m S(T)
Slmllarly, If there exists some
, v, of v m T such that W =
sibling nodes 01, ~2,
Uf=, D(v,), X c A(u) U W, and M does not Imply
XW-D(v)
m the context of S(T), then 2, 1s said
to be transatzve redundant with respect to X m T
In this case, the MVD, X-D(v),
m the context of
S(T), 1s said to be a transattve dependency m S(T)
Partial and transltlve dependencies must be removed from scheme trees during the design process
111our final design, we want each edge (u, U) to represent A(u)-D(v)
If a partial dependency holds, It
has a LHS that IS a proper subset of A(u) for some U,
and thus, edge (u, v) does not represent that (partial)
dependency Indeed, the partial dependency implies
the dependency represented by (u, TV) Partial dependencies can be ehmmated by sphttmg a tree mto two
or more trees If a transltlve dependency holds m T,

Definition
3.2: A scheme tree T IS said to be normal with respect to a set of MVDs, M, If

(4 M implies MVD(T),
(b) There are no partial dependencies m T
(cl There are no transitive dependencies m T
(4 The root of T 1s a key, and for each other
u m T, If FK(D(u))

node

# 0, then u E FK(D(u))

[al] uses a decomposltlon techmque to construct
a NNF design Decomposltlon 1s performed when a
path set 1s not m 4NF by choosmg a fundamental
key Ii on a node V and sphttmg V mto a subtree
with root K and one child of K for each element of
the dependency basis of K with respect to V This
decomposltlon procedure 1s repeated until no further
non-4NF path set exists This method uses MVDs
and the MVD counterpart of FDs as mput to the
NNF decomposltlon algorithm
In [33], the authors
have combined FDs and MVDs mto an envelope set
of dependencies They propose that this envelope set
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could be used as input to a slightly modified NNF algorithm which would then take mto account the dlfferent semantics of FDs and MVDs Using the algorithm m [21], smgleton sets are hkely to appear when
FDs are used to perform the decomposltlon
We propose a new method for achlevmg nested normal form
which takes mto account the different semantics of
FDs

4

designs which will satisfy the NNF requirements, not
all of which will have 4NF path sets
In the approach of [21], different designs are generated depending on the fundamental keys selected to
decompose a set of attrlbutes mto several branches of
the scheme tree, and dependmg on the chosen ordermg of all keys used m testing for partial and transitive
dependencies and essential dependents These dlfferent ordermgs of keys may cause different scheme trees
to be split apart

Examples of the Nested Normal Form Design Problem

Example 4.2:
Consider a scouting database with
attributes BSL (boy scout leader), GSL (girl scout
leader), Boy, Girl, Date (when a Boy and Girl went
out to eat), and Dance (when a Boy and Girl went to a
dance) The dependencies which are assumed to hold
m this database are BSL +-+ Boy, GSL -++ Girl,
(Boy, Girl) Date, and (Boy, Girl) Dance
We also have the EMVD 04
BSL 1 GSL, however EMVDs are not considered m the approach of
[21] Followmg the approach of [21] we create an mlteal scheme tree by decomposmg the entire set of attributes based on the fundamental keys { BSL, GSL,
(Boy, Girl)}
Th e d ecomposltlon algorithm arbltrarlly chooses either of these keys to perform the lmtlal
decompoatlon, and depending on which one 1s chosen quite different NNF designs result The two mltlal
decomposltlons which result from using BSL or GSL
are shown m Figure 4
When BSL 1s used to decompose the mltlal scheme
tree (Figure 4a), the tree has a partial dependency
GSL Girl, and so the edge (GSL, Girl) 1s removed from Figure 4a, and a new tree created with
the single edge (GSL, Girl) Slmllarly, when GSL 1s
used to decompose the mltlal scheme tree (Figure 4b),
the tree has partial dependency BSL Boy, and so
the edge (BSL, Boy) IS removed from Figure 4b, and
a new tree created with the single edge (BSL, Boy)
The scheme trees which result m these two cases have
4NF path sets (BSL, Boy), (BSL, GSL, Date), (BSL,
GSL, Dance), and (GSL, Girl)
Although the path
sets form a 4NF design, m neither case 1sthe partlcular decomposltlon very mtultlve Take the trees which
result from starting with BSL The scheme trees show
that for each boy scout leader there 1s a set of boys
and a set of girl scout leaders And for each girl scout
leader associated with a boy scout leader there IS a
set of Dates and a set of Dances Also for each girl
scout leader there 1s a set of girls The relatlonshlp
between BSL, GSL and Date and Dance 1s only an
indirect one via the leaders associated boys and girls
Nevertheless, these two schemes are the ones recommended by [21]
Let us consider the alternative of usmg (Boy, Girl)
as the fundamental key to start the decomposltlon

In this sectlon we provide a series of examples to lllustrate the problems with prior NNF design techmques
and to show mtultlvely how our algorithms produce
better dealgns
Our first example shows that If we Ignore FDs and
use only their MVD counterparts (1 e , X-Y
mstead of X + Y), then we may obtain nested relations whose schemes are singleton sets
Example
4.1:
Let U = ELSC and D =
{E-S,
E + L}, where E IS an employee Id, L 1s
the employee’s location, S 1s an employee’s skill, and
C IS an employee’s child Using the method of [21], we
would use the MVD E-L
Implied by E -+ L and
create the -1NF relation with scheme tree shown m
Figure 3a However, since E + L, each L-set created
by this scheme will be a singleton set Therefore, we
El
should use the scheme tree of Figure 3b
Although an approach to better handling FDs m an
NNF design 1s bemg pursued [22], the mtroductlon of
embedded MVDs has not yet been considered One
reason for this 1s that the lmphcatlon problem for
EMVDs has not been solved That IS, given a finite
set of attributes U, there 1s no known complete axlomatlzatlon of EMVDs
Furthermore, if the set of
attributes IS infinite, then there IS provably no complete axlomatlzatlon [19] There are, however, several
sound inference rules for EMVDs and for EMVDs together with MVDs and FDs Thus, d we are given
that an EMVD should hold m our database, we can
use that knowledge, plus any dependencies derivable
from the known inference rules, to Improve our database design One of the contrlbutlons of our new
approach to NNF design IS to include EMVDs m the
set of mput dependencies
In addition to including EMVDs m the design, we
take a different approach to the design of NNF relatlons, which gives the designer of a -1NF scheme
more control over the final outcome
As proved m
[21], the design scheme produces nested relations with
a umque 4NF path set if and only If the mput dependencies are confhct free Otherwlse, there are several
147

E

E,L

Figure 3 Scheme trees for Example 4 1 using approach (a) of [21], and (b) modified for different FD semantics

BSL

GSL

BOY

GSL

Girl

Date

Dance

Girl

BSL

BOY

Date

Dance

Figure 4 Two mltlal scheme trees for Example 4 2 using (a) BSL, and (b) GSL to decompose
This choice 19 not allowed by [21] smce the MVDs
with left hand sides (Boy, Gnl) are split by the other
given MVDs, and this will result m a path set which
1s not 4NF However, let us explore what happens if
we do use this fundamental key, prlmarlly to compare
later with results achieved by our design approach for
this problem Usmg (Boy, Girl) as the fundamental
key two alternatives for the mltlal decomposltlon are
shown m Figure 5 The two alternatives result from a
declslon to use either BSL or GSL as the fundamental
key when decomposmg node (BSL, GSL)
When BSL 19used to decompose (BSL, GSL) (Figure 5a), we find the partial dependency (BSL, Girl)
GSL m the scheme tree, and so we remove edge
(BSL, GSL) an d create a new scheme tree with edge
((BSL, Gnl), GSL) Smularly, d GSL 1s used to decompose (BSL, GSL), (Figure 5b) we find the partial
BSL m the scheme tree,
dependency (GSL, Boy) and so we remove edge (GSL, BSL) and create a new
scheme tree with edge ((GSL, Boy), BSL) In both
cases the path set 1s not m 4NF In the first case,

(Boy, Girl, BSL) 19 decomposable by MVD BSL Boy, and m the second case, (Boy, Girl, GSL) IS decomposable by MVD GSL Girl However, the
resulting scheme trees are m nested normal form In
these cases, the mltlal decomposltlon seems better m
that we have the Date and Dance attributes directly
associated with the (Boy, Girl) pan However, the
addltlonal tree that 1s created to solve the partial dependency presents quite an umntultlve grouping of
0
attributes
Our design algorithm will start with a 4NF decomposltlon and will preserve that decomposltlon
throughout the remamder of the design Thus, the
primary pomt where different NNF designs will orlgmate 1s embodied m the well studied and understood
creation of a 4NF decomposltlon We note, that when
the mput set of dependencies 1s conflict free there 1s
a unique 4hTF decomposltlon, and, therefore, our approach also I 114
bduces an NNF design with a unique
path set for I III- , ase Before we present our approach
formally, wa .IIIPW how it, can be applied to the data148

Boy, Girl

BSL

A\

Date

Boy, Girl

GSL

Dance

GSL

A\

Date

BSL

(4
Figure 5 Two alternative
further decompose

Dance

(b)

trees using (Boy, Girl) to start decomposltlon,

base of Example 4 2

and usmg (a) BSL, and (b) GSL to

and GSL m either the BSL-Boy tree or the GSL-Girl
tree These trees would stdl be more mtultlve, and
0
are equally unattainable using [21]

Example 4.3: (Contmuatlon of Example 4 2 ) We
saw that It seemed best to ensure that Date and
Dance were associated with the key (Boy, Girl) and
so m the 4NF decomposltlon we use the key (Boy,
Girl) to make the first spht Thus, we decompose mto
schemes (Boy, Girl, Date), (Boy, Girl, Dance), and
(Boy, Girl, BSL, GSL) Now we can use the other two
MVDs m any order to decompose (Boy, Girl, BSL,
GSL) mto (BSL, Boy), (GSL, Girl), and (BSL, GSL)
Consldermg Just the MVDs, this decomposltlon 1s m
4NF If we consider the EMVD, as we propose to
do, then the scheme (BSL, GSL) 1s decomposed mto
BSL and GSL, and these two schemes are ehmmated
since they are proper subsets of other schemes Our
method will then proceed to create a scheme tree for
each scheme m the 4NF decomposltlon, as shown m
Figure 6
Then we combme scheme trees when the common
attrlbutes of two trees form the same root to non-leaf
path m both trees In this example, we combine the
two trees with root (Boy, Girl) and our final design IS
a set of three scheme trees as shown m Figure 7 This
design more clearly depicts the intended relatlonshlps
and came about partially due to the fact that we carefully selected the 4NF decomposltlon that was appropriate for this case In the approach of [21], this
kmd of decision making can only go mto the choice
of fundamental key selection, and there IS no way to
produce the scheme trees of Figure 7, no matter what
choices are made We note that if we did not allow
the EMVD to mfluence our 4NF decomposltlon, then
we would have had an addltlonal edge relating BSL

5

Fundamentals
of Our
Design Algorithm

NNF

The first procedure we will need for our algorithm 1s
a 4NF decomposltlon procedure Several have been
proposed, however we require one that deals with
both FDs and MVDs and does not treat FDs as
MVDs m the design, thereby ignoring the different semantics that FDs impose Two approaches are avallable, one by Beer1 and Klfer [5] and Katsuno [14],
and the other by Yuan and Ozsoyo~lu [33] In the
first approach, given a set D of FDs and MVDs, a
new set M’ of MVDs 1s formed by first obtaining the
full version of the MVDs m D, and then replacing the
left-hand side X of each MVD m the full version by
the closure of X with respect to D
In the second approach, given a set D of FDs and
MVDs over a set U of attributes, a new set E(D)
of MVDs, called an envelope sel, 1s created, so that
E(D) represents the structural dependencies m D relevant to the design process
Definition
5.1. The envelope set E(D) of a set D
of FDs and MVDs 1s
E(D)

= {X-HWjX
E LHS(D) and
W E DE&I(X)
and D + X -+ W}

If a database scheme IS 4NF with respect to E(D)
then it 1s also 4NF (BCNF if D has FDs only) with
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Boy, Girl

Boy, Girl

BSL

GSL

Date
Figure 6 Initial

scheme trees for each 4NF scheme of Example 4 3

Boy, Girl

Date

Dance

BSL

GSL

BOY

Girl

Figure 7 Final scheme trees using new approach to design of Example 4 3
respect to D Thus, a database scheme for D can be
obtained by usmg E(D) as input to any 4NF decomposltlon algorithm [8,11,15,16], without consldermg
the FDs and MVDs separately

In the second approach, the envelope set of MVDs
1s used to represent the FDs and MVDs Here, components of full MVDs are ehmmated d those components are also FDs There 1s no attempt to associate
functionally determmed attributes with the keys and
so the envelope set does not help m ehmmatmg smgleton sets from our designs For the above example,

We must consider which of these two approaches
to the design of flat databases will help us most m
formmg better -1NF designs As shown m Example
4 1, m an NNF design FDs cause smgleton sets to appear if the MVD represented by an edge m a scheme
tree 1s also an FD In general, nesting 1snot necessary
when for some edge (u, w), u --* v holds Consider the
scheme tree Tl shown m Figure 8a If B + D holds,
then each B value will have a single D value sssoelated with it Therefore, there 1s no need to nest
D values allowing the tree T2, shown m Figure 8b,
which has a smaller structure and 1s consistent with
Tl m that MVD(T1) + MVD(T2)

E(MVD(Tl) U {B ---) D}) =
{A-BDEIC,
AB-DIEIC,

and this set of MVDs would not help us m achlevmg

Tz Therefore, we adopt the first approach and use
the set of MVDs obtained by closmg the left hand
sides of the MVDs lmphed by the given set of dependencies to obtain our mltlal decomposltlon
We use
M’ to represent the set of MVDs produced by this
approach
Smce we desire to include EMVDs m our design
algorithm,, we must perform some additional steps to
Let U be the set
achieve our final decomposltlon
of attrlbutes to be used m the design, D a set of
given FDs and MVDs, and F a set of given EMVDs
First, using the known inference rules, we generate
all FDs, MVDs, and EMVDs that are Implied by the
EMVDs or the EMVDs together with any known FDs
or MVDs The new FDs and MVDs are added to the
original set D and the new EMVDs are added to the
orlgmal set F We compute M’, the set of MVDs
obtained by making the MVDs implied by D full and
closing the left hand sides We also close the left
hand sides of the EMVDs m F using the FDs m D

In the first approach described above, a smular operation takes place m the closing of the left hand
sides of the MVDs
Attributes m the dependency
basis of a left hand side X, which are functionally
determined by X are moved to the left to form the
closure of X
Looking at TI and T2 we see that

MVD(Tl)

= {A-BDEIC,

AB-D,

B-ACE},

AB-E}

If we make the MVDs full and close the left hand
sides accordmg to the FD B --) D, then we get the set
M’ = {A++BDEjC,
ABD-EIC}
Clearly, these
MVDs are the MVDs found m MVD(T2) Thus, the
closure has the effect of assoclatmg functionally determined attributes with keys used to create the -1NF
hierarchies
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Figure 8 Scheme tree (a) TI, and (b) Tz
We then use M’ as input to one of the usual 4NF
decomposltlon algorithms
This results m a set of
schemes 72 = {RI, R2,
,Rnl

decompose S, and add the decomposltlon to R This
contmues until all schemes m S have been considered
If any schemes remam m S then we take the union of
those schemes and replace R, with this union If all
schemes still remained m S then we replaced R, with
R, and no change was made to R The remainder of
the -1NF design uses M’, F, and R

We now have a set of schemes R which 1s m 4NF
with respect to the MVDs M’ However, each scheme
m 72 may have one or more FDs lmphed by D embedded within it In their flat database design, [5]
use these FDs to synthesize a set of schemes for
each scheme of 72, further ehmmatmg redundancy by
achlevmg a 3NF decomposltlon with respect to the
MVDs M’ and FDs m D We do not want to take the
additional step of syntheslzmg 3NF schemes when designing -1NF relations since orgamzmg these schemes
m a scheme tree will only introduce singleton sets
However, when we allow EMVDs to influence our design, we will have to consider further decomposltlon
based on the FDs m each scheme of 72 The reason
for this 1sthat we can not use an EMVD m the design
process unless at some stage m the decomposltlon it
becomes a full MVD For example, If U = ABCDE,
then we can not use the EMVD A-BICD
until U
1s decomposed into a scheme which does not have E
m it Thus, we perform two checks for the EMVDs
m F followmg our decomposltlon mto R with respect
to M’ First, if an EMVD, F,, becomes a nontrivial
MVD when F3 is proJected onto some scheme m R,
say R,, then F, 1s used to decompose R,, and we replace R, with its decomposltlon m 12 This process
1s repeated until no more EMVDs can be used to decompose schemes m 72 Second, for each scheme & m
R we perform a temporary 3NF synthesis on R, obtaining the schemes S = 5’1, Sz,
, Sk If an EMVD,
F3, becomes a nontrivial MVD when F3 1s projected
onto some scheme m S, say S,, then we use F, to

Example 5 1: [32] Let U = SPYC, D = {SP +
Y}, and F = {C-+&I
P} , where C 1s a course taken
by a student S, and the course has prerequisite P
taken by the student m year Y There are no nontrivial FDs or MVDs implied by the EMVD, so we
find M’ = {SPY -C}
Usmg this set as input to
a 4NF decomposltlon algorithm, we get the scheme
SPYC
Since this 1s the orgmal set U, the EMVD
1s still an EMVD for this scheme In the next step,
we perform a synthesis on this scheme and get the
decomposltlon {SPY, SPC} Since, the EMVD m F
1s an MVD for scheme SPC, we use it to decompose
SPC mto CS and CP The final decomposltlon IS
{CS, CP, SPY}, and using our NNF algorithm we
get the scheme trees shown m Figure 9a In companson, the scheme tree produced by the NNF algorithm
0
of [21] 1s shown m Figure 9b
Once we have a decomposltlon R with respect to U
and M’ U F, we start the process of designing 71NF
relations which are m nested normal form We start
by formmg the trivial NNF design consisting of a smgle scheme tree for each 4NF scheme m 72 Each
scheme tree 1s trivial since it will consist of a smgle path and, therefore, its edges will specify trivial
EMVDs In a later step, we will combme scheme trees
to to achieve a nontrivial design
In order to mamtam NNF, even m a trivial design,
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Figure 9 Scheme trees for Example 5 1 using (a) our approach, and (b) [21]
,BY such that Y E CFK(V)

we can not decompose each 4NF scheme arbitrarily
This 1s due to the requirement that only fundamental
keys be used as the non-leaf nodes of a scheme tree
Thus, we use a slmphfied version of the DECOMP
procedure m [21] to perform the decomposltlon The
procedure 1s much simpler smce the mput 1s a set
of attributes forming a 4NF scheme and there 1s no
posslblhty of a split key appearing among these attributes (a condltlon checked for m the original pre
cedure), and there IS exactly one dependent m the dependency basis of any attribute set which IS a subset
of a 4NF scheme We first provide a new definition for
“fundamental keys,” since we also need to deal with
the set F of EMVDs which hold m the database We
also improve the definition by preferring fundamental
keys which are not proJectlons of some essential key
For example, d A and BC are essential keys and If
we are finding the fundamental keys of ABD, then we
would prefer to decompose based on the fundamental key A rather than B, since A represents a more
complete relatlonshlp than B which 1s a proJection of
BC

FK(V)

w=xr-Iv

= {WlW

E LHS(M’)

(W E LHS({F’})
pro3v(F’)

A

A w#t?J

A

,BY such that Y E CFK(V)
(YllV)c

A

W}

These modlficatlons to the definition of fundamental
keys allow for the fact that an EMVD could have been
used to form a scheme with attributes V Procedure
DECOMP can now be specified as follows

Procedure DECOMP(V, 2’)
{V 1s a set of attributes which IS a node m
scheme tree 7’)
begm
If V has >= 2 elements and FK(V) # 0 then
begm
If PFK(V)
# 0
then let Vl E PFK(V)
else let VO E FK(V),
w=v-v,,
Change V mto Vi m T,
Attach W as a son of VO,
DECOMP(W, T),

Definltlon
5.2: Given a set M’ of MVDs, a set F
of EMVDs, and a set U of attributes with V c U,
the set of candzdate fundamental keys of V, denoted
CFK(V),
1s defined as follows
CFK(V)

YCX}
= {W/X E CFK(V)

A

v

A F’ E F A

IS a nontrlvlal

MVD

for V))
The final procedure we need for our design algorithm 1s a method for combmmg scheme trees while
mamtammg NNF and the original 4NF decomposltlon We can combme scheme trees d the attributes
that are m common to both trees form the same path,
‘1~to v, m each tree, where u 1s the root and v 1s a
non-leaf node m both trees If we have two trees that
meet this requirement then we can temporarily merge

Out of CFK(V)
we prefer those keys that are mmlmal subsets of V and If there are none, we use the
mmlmal mtersectlons of those keys with V The preferred fundamental keys of V, denoted PFK(V),
and
all fundamental keys of V, denoted FK(V), are defined as follows
PFK(V)

= {XIX

E CFK(V)

A X c V A
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R, s = (Sl,S2,

them mto a smgle tree If the merged tree 1s free of
transitive dependencies, then we let the merge become permanent
After making all possible merges,
we have our final NNF design The MERGE procedure 1s as follows

Procedure MERGE(T1, Ta, T3)
{TI, T2 are the two scheme trees whose common
nodes form the same root to non-leaf path m
both trees T3 1s the merged tree }
begm
T3 = TI,
For each edge (v, w) m T2 do
if (v, W) 1s not m T3 then add (v, w) and
(if necessary) nodes v and w to T3
end
end

6

The NNF

Design

,sn)

(11) Decompose schemes m S
according to any EMVDs m F
which proJect as nontrivial MVDs
on some scheme m S
Remove any decomposed scheme
from S and add the decomposltlon
to R
(m) Replace h!, m R with the union
of the remammg schemes m S
end
(2) Prepare mltlal scheme trees
(a) Initialize k scheme trees Tl, T2,
, Tk
with no edges andsmgle nodes labeled
, Rk, respectively
RI, &,
(b) For a = 1 to k: do DECOMP(R,,
T,) end
(c) Let 7 = WI, T2,
, Tk)
Merge trees
Until no more changes can be made to ‘T do
begin
(a) Select T’ E 7 and T2 E 7, T1 # T2,
such that T1 and T2 have not been
considered together
(b) If the common attributes of T’ and T2
form the same root to non-leaf path m
both trees then
begm
(1) MERGE(T’, T2, T3)
(11) If there are no transitive
dependencies m T3 then
7
7 - {T’, T2} u {T3}
end
end

Algorithm

Using the procedures developed m the previous section, we can now specify our NNF design algorithm
as follows

Algorithm 1
{ mput a set of attributes U,
a set of MVDs and FDs D, and
and a set of EMVDs F
output a set of scheme trees Tl,T2,
,Tn In
NNF }
begm
(1) Fmd a 4NF decomposltlon of U with
respect to D u F
(a) Add to D any FDs and MVDs which can
be inferred from D U F using the EMVDs
m F
(b) Add to F any EMVDs which can be
inferred from D U F using the EMVDs m

=

end

7

Correctness

of Algorithm

1

In this section we show that the -1NF design produced by Algorithm 1 IS m nested normal form To
do this we need to show that the four requirements
of NNF hold for each relation m the design Each
scheme tree T of the design must satisfy the following four properties

(c) Lnd a 4NF decomposltlon
, Rk) with respect to M’
R=(&,Rz,
(d) Decompose schemes m 72 according
to any EMVDs m F which proJect as
nontrlvlal MVDs on some scheme m 72
Replace the decomposed schemes m 72
with their decomposltlon
(e) For 1= 1 to k do
begm
(1) Synthesize a 3NF decomposltlon of

(a) Inference property
D U F + AND(T),
where
D 1s the mput set of MVDs and F IS the input
set of EMVDs
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(b) PD property
m T

There are no partial dependencies

(c) TD property
cies m T

There are no transltlve

dependen-

(d) FK property
The root of T 1s a key, and for
each other node u m T, if FIi’(D(u))
# 0, then
‘1LE FI-qD(u))

.lYl’,

uny1”,

W3),

, UlU2

UnyJ;,

7Wm))

This JD implies

Proposition
7.1: The four propertles of NNF hold
after step 2 of Algorithm 1 where the mltlal scheme
trees are created
Proof

holds m T’ which IS the EMVD representing edge
(~1, ~2) Slmllarly, the JD lmphes each edge
(t&u&
1 5 2 = e- 1 5 n - 1 Also, the EMVDs
represented by each edge m the Y and Z subtrees
are still implied by this JD Therefore, MVD(T’)
holds and the inference property 1s mamtamed

Inference property Since all MVDs and EMVDs
m MVD(T)
are trlvlal for the single path trees
which procedure DECOMP produces, this property holds trlvlally

PD property Holds as m Proposition 8 1, since
we have not modified the 4NF path sets by mergmg Tl and T2

(b) PD

property
Assume there 1s a partial dependency m T
Then the path set of T can be
decomposed using the partial dependency, and
therefore 1snot m 4NF This contradicts the fact
that we start with all path sets being m 4NF as
a result of step 1 of Algorithm D

(cl TD

property By design, we specifically test that
this property 1s not violated before we merge
trees permanently

(4

(cl TD

property Trlvlally true, smce the definition
of transltlve dependency reqmres slbhng nodes to
exist m the tree, and there are none m a single
path tree

(4

, w2y321,

,
UlU2

In the FK property, lcey refers to LHS(M’)
We will prove these four propertles hold after each
major step of Algorithm 1 m which scheme trees are
created or modified

(4

>WY];,

U1U2Y12,

FK property Procedure DECOMP creates nonleaf nodes which are fundamental keys of the
subtrees with those nodes as root Thus, this
Cl
property holds by design

FK property
Even though some of the nonleaf U, nodes may have a new set of descendants conslstmg of the Y’ and 2’ subtrees at
that level, u, will still be a fundamental key of
Zi, If u, was a mmv = u*Y{Y2’
y;, z; z;
lmal mtersectlon of a subset of V and the keys
0
of M’, then it will be mmlmal for V

BY Proposltlons 7 1 and 7 2, we know that relations
designed using Algorithm 1 will be m nested normal
form with respect to M’ and F Smce D + M’, and
we have a good representation
M’u F +- MVD(7),
of the orlgmal dependencies m our design

Proposition
7.2: The four properties of NNF hold
after step 3 of Algorithm 1 where scheme trees are
merged
Proof
Assume there are m trees TI, Tz,
,% at
some stage of step 3 We show that each property holds after two trees TI and T2 are permanently
merged mto tree T’

8

Figure 10 shows two gen(a) Inference property
eral trees Tl and T2 with common attrlbutes
, un forming the same root to non-leaf
Ul, u2,
path m both trees Subtrees are summarized
by the umon of all nodes m the subtree (e g ,
Yf, Zf) Each of these trees 1s assumed to be m
NNF Given that these trees are m NNF and the
path sets are m 4NF, the followmg JD holds

Further
Normalization
NNF Relations

of

Algorithm 1 produces a set of -1NF relations which
1s m NNF with respect to a set of MVDs (M’) and a
set of EMVDs (F) M’ was derived from a set D of
MVDs and FDs m step one of the algorithm
Later
steps deal only with M’ and F, and ignore the FDs
that existed m D This was appropriate since we
incorporated the FDs by closmg the left hand sides
of the MVDs m D to obtam M’ This ehmmates the
posslblhty of getting nested relations which will only
have a single tuple m them However, there 1s still
a place where redundancy due to FDs arises m our
-1NF design The followmg example will illustrate
this problem
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U,

Figure 10 General trees Tl and Tz
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Example
8.1:
Consider the followmg umverslty
database taken from [15] We have attrlbutes Class,
Day, Hour, Tutor, Office, Student, MaJor, and Exam
The dependencies which hold are
Class
Student
Tutor
Class, Student
Class, Tutor

--+
+
-

as root and no branches For Example 8 1, the new
design would consist of the four scheme trees shown
m Figure 12 Below we give a new algorithm to lmplement these changes

Day
MaJor
Office
Exam
Hour

Algorithm 2
{ mput a set I of scheme trees produced
by Algorithm 1 and the set of
FDs G used as input to Algorithm 1
output a new set 7 of scheme trees m NNF
with redundancies due to FDs
removed }
begin
Until no more changes can be made to 7 do
begm
If there exists T E 7,
where T contams a node N such that
X + N IS implied by G,
with X c N then
begm
(a) Let 2 c N where
G+Z+N,and
for no W c Z does

Followmg Algorithm 1, we make the MVDs full and
close then left hand sides glvmg M’
Class -

Day ) Hour, Tutor, Office,
Student, MaJor, Exam
Class, Student, MaJor Exam 1 Day 1
Hour, Tutor, Office
Class, Tutor, Office --+---)Hour 1 Day 1
Exam, Student, MaJor
The only 4NF decomposltlon
mg four schemes

consists of the follow-

Class, Day
Class, Student, Myor, Exam
Class, Tutor, Office, Hour
Class, Tutor, Office, Student, Major

G*W-+N
(b) Let Y C Z where
G + Y -+ N - (Z - Y), and
for no W C Y does

One of the two symmetric choices that Algorithm 1
produces for this set of schemes IS shown m Figure 11
Although this design 1s m NNF with respect to
M’, there are some obvious redundancies mvolvmg
the nodes Tutor, Office and Student, MaJor Since
the FD Student + MaJor holds, each time a Student
value 1s repeated for different Class values, the same
MaJor value IS also repeated The situation IS worse
for Tutor, Office Smce the FD Tutor + Office holds,
each time a Tutor value 1s repeated for different Class
and Student values m one relation, and for different
Class values m the other relation, the same Office
Cl
value 1s also repeated
The problem with designs, such as those m this
example, 1sthat groups of attrlbutes which are nested
will introduce redundancies If a subset of that group
functionally determmes some other part of the group
Note that this problem does not occur If the group
IS at the root of the scheme tree, since these are the
atomic attributes of the relation and their values ~111
occur only once m the relation
The solution 1s to examme each scheme tree produced by Algorithm 1 for nodes N that exhlblt the
above behavior, replacing each N with the smallest
set of attributes which functionally
determmes N,
and creating a new relation with a smgle node contammg the attrlbutes Involved m the redundant FD

G+W-+N-(Z-Y)
(c) Modify T by replacing node N
with Z
(d) Add a new tree to ‘;r with the
smgle node N - (Z - Y) and
no edges
end
end
end

It IS straightforward to show that the scheme trees
produced by Algorithm 2 are still m NNF with respect
to M’, and if we consider the FDs used to change the
trees then the path sets are still m 4NF, and so the
Join dependency among the path sets contmues to
hold

9

Conclusion

We have given new algorithms for nested normal form
which take mto account the different semantics of
functional and embedded multlvalued dependencies,
while preserving the good properties of the orlgmal
nested normal form proposed m [21] Furthermore,
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Figure 12 Scheme trees produced by Algorithm
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2 for Example 8 1

PI FAGIN,

by utlhzmg an mltlal decomposltlon mto fourth normal form, we beheve the database designer 1s given
more control over the obJects and relatlonshlps to be
emphasized m the final hlerarchlcal design
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